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AFRICA
Kenya: Challenges for Kenya’s upcoming elections
Kenyans are preparing to head to the polls this August in a general election that has already been marked by fierce political
activity. Sources say that 47 candidates are running to replace current President Uhuru Kenyatta, but the election is likely
to be a tight two-horse race.
William Ruto, the current deputy president, is running as a candidate for the newly-created United Democratic Alliance
(UDA) party. Ruto broke away from Kenyatta’s Jubilee Party after a falling out between the two politicians. Opposition
leader Raila Odinga is running for the fifth time, this time under the Orange Democratic Movement (ODM) banner. His
party has joined Azimio La Umoja One Kenya Coalition Party, a 26-party coalition that includes the Jubilee Party. In a
surprising move, Kenyatta announced in February that he would be supporting Odinga’s candidacy, bringing together two
former arch-rival political dynasties.
The winner of this election will inherit a dire situation. Kenya’s debt to GDP ratio stands at 70 percent of GDP. The
economy is reeling from the Covid-19 pandemic and prolonged drought. Conflict and instability also threatens to spill over
borders from neighbouring Somalia and Ethiopia. In the lead up to this important election, two key topics have emerged as
inevitable challenges.
Ethnic Tensions and Violence
Kenya’s post-independence history is fraught with repeated instances of election-related violence that is usually triggered
by ethnic tensions. Several violent attacks against political aspirants have already been reported this year, but there are
growing concerns of ethnic violence given the backgrounds of the presidential candidates. Ruto is from the Kalenjin
community and Odinga is Luo. This will be the first multi-party election since independence without representation from
the Kikuyu, Kenya’s majority ethnic group.
Although current president Kenyatta, who is Kikuyu, is supporting Odinga, analysts say that long-standing animosity
between the Kikuyu and the Luo may deter many Kikuyu voters from supporting Odinga. Kikuyu voters may also be
hesitant to support Odinga for fear of violent reprisals from Ruto’s Kalenjin community, who may consider a vote for
Odinga a betrayal since Ruto helped Kenyatta take power as his deputy in 2007. This dynamic could lead to a split vote
and a very close result, adding to fears that tensions could boil over.
Voter Apathy
So far in the presidential race, both top candidates have run campaigns that are light on substance when it comes to
policy. Ruto has positioned himself as a leader for the working class seeking to upend the dynastic politics that has held
power in Kenya for decades. He has advocated for a “bottom-up economics” plan to support small businesses with
measures such as fertiliser subsidies and caps on interest rates. Odinga is also seeking to support small businesses but he
has indicated an interest in boosting economic growth, attracting investment, and renegotiating Kenya’s debt.
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At present, this is essentially all that the candidates have revealed about their platforms. The high-level and superficial
policies, along with the fact that both Ruto and Odinga have changed political parties at least five times in their careers,
have left little to distinguish between the two candidates and led voters to believe neither will deliver the change they
need. Reports say that voter turnout is expected to be considerably low during this election, with many feeling
disillusioned with the state of Kenyan politics after decades of flawed elections, corruption, and violence.
Apathy has been particularly high among Kenya’s youth. In October last year, the Independent Electoral and Boundaries
Commission (IEBC) began a campaign to add six million youths to the register, and in January it was reported that the IBEC
had reached only one-third of its target.
With over 75 percent of Kenya’s population under the age of 35, Kenyan youth have the potential to make a considerable
difference in the election. Many have instead chosen to refrain from voting out of protest. Approximately 60 percent of
young people lost jobs during the Covid-19 pandemic, and there is widespread sentiment that the government have failed
to support young Kenyans over the past two years.
While apathy may reduce the risk of violence, it is a sign of an unhappy electorate and it threatens to negatively affect the
country’s democracy. Ruto and Odinga, two veteran politicians who are far older than the majority of their electorate, will
have to prove they are not out of touch with voters if they hope to take power this August.
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Cote d’Ivoire
5 May 2022: One dead, 11 cases recorded in dengue fever
outbreak
Health officials in Côte d’Ivoire announced on Tuesday that
a dengue fever epidemic has broken out in the country.
One person has died and 11 cases have been recorded
since 22 March. The outbreak is mainly affecting Abidjan
but cases have also been confirmed in the towns of Adiake
and Daloa. Dengue fever, a mosquito-borne illness caused
by the dengue virus, is most common in Côte d’Ivoire
during the rainy season. During the last epidemic in 2019,
130 cases and two deaths were reported.
Senegal
8 April 2022: MFDC rebels ambush military forces in
Ziguinchor
On Friday, rebels from the Movement of Democratic Forces
of Casamance (MFDC) attempted to ambush military forces
in Bignona, Ziguinchor Region. The ambush took place in
the morning between Badiouré and Diango while military
forces were heading toward National Road 5. Traffic was
disrupted during the attack and army reinforcements were
sent to the area to restore order. No casualties have been
reported.
South Africa
13 April 2022: Death toll rises to 250 following
KwaZulu-Natal floods
Officials say the death toll from the flooding in
KwaZulu-Natal has risen to more than 250. The province
has been declared a disaster area as authorities assess the
material damage and casualties of the flooding, which was
brought on by the heaviest rainfall to hit the region in six
decades. Essential services like healthcare, waste
management, and electricity are currently unavailable. It
was reported earlier that at least 59 people had died.
Rwanda
14 April 2022: Rwanda and UK agree to deal over asylum
seekers
British Home Secretary Priti Patel visited Kigali on
Thursday to sign a deal to relocate asylum seekers to the
central African country for their claims to be processed. The
Rwandan government will receive a payment of over $150
million to participate in the new immigration plan. The exact
details have not been confirmed, but reports say single
men who apply for refugee status in the UK will be sent to
Rwanda to be resettled. The controversial scheme has been
condemned by several refugee organisations who say the
plan is unethical and have raised concerns about Rwanda’s
poor human rights record.
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South Sudan
20 April 2022: MSF condemns killing of staff member
Medecins Sans Frontieres (MSF) has condemned the killing
of one of its staff members in South Sudan. The medical
charity said Peter Mathor Tap died alongside civilians in
an attack in Leer on 10 April. “We strongly condemn the
indiscriminate violence being carried out by armed groups
who have killed and injured many innocent people in Leer,
including those most vulnerable, such as children, the
elderly and persons with disabilities,” said MSF in a
statement.
Somalia
22 April 2022: Six killed in bombing at Mogadishu
restaurant
At least six people have been killed in a bombing at a
restaurant in Mogadishu. The country’s police chief and
government officials were at the beachside restaurant
when the device exploded, although all reportedly escaped
unharmed. Police officials said the blast was likely caused by
a suicide bomber inside the Pescatore Seafood Restaurant,
which is located in Lido Beach. Al-Shabaab is suspected of
being behind the attack
Mali
25 April 2022: JNIM capture Wagner operative near Segou
The Jama’at Nasr al-Islam wal Muslimin (JNIM) jihadist
alliance announced on Sunday that it has captured a
Russian Wagner operative. In the statement, the JNIM said
that the Russian mercenary was captured in early April
during an anti-terrorist operation by the Malian army and
Russian soldiers in the village of Moura, near Segou. This is
the first time the JNIM has stated that the Wagner Group
has been working alongside the Malian army and the first
time a Russian mercenary has been captured. The Malian
military government has denied that Wagner operatives are
working in Mali.
Nigeria
28 April 2022: Nigeria outlaws ransom payments
On Wednesday, the Nigerian Senate passed a bill that
imposes jail sentences of at least 15 years for paying a
ransom to free someone who has been kidnapped.
According to Opeyemi Bamidele, chairman of the Senate’s
judiciary, human rights and legal committee, the new jail
terms would “discourage the rising spate of kidnapping and
abduction for ransom in Nigeria, which is fast spreading
across the country”. Critics condemned the move, saying
long jail sentences would criminalise people who try to free
kidnapped relatives.
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AMERICAS
El Salvador: Government declares war on criminal gangs
Criminal gang activity has been a longstanding issue for El Salvador, which is home to the infamous Mara Salvatrucha
(MS-13) gang, amongst others. The gangs control swathes of territory through brutality and fear, driving thousands to be
displaced or risk having their children forcibly recruited. The absence of the state in El Salvador’s poorest neighbourhoods
has allowed gangs to extort, threaten and kill hundreds of Salvadorians without resistance.
On 27 March, authorities in El Salvador reported 62 gang killings in a single day. Congress then approved a state of
emergency and promised a general crackdown on violence and crime. Soon thereafter, heavily armed police officers and
soldiers were sent to the “gang-packed” neighbourhood of San José El Pino. As the crackdown began, security forces were
given the freedom to carry out arrests without warrants and began dragging young suspects out of their homes.
President Nayib Bukele has peppered his social media feed with images handcuffed and bloodied gang members, orders to
his security cabinet, and messages of praise from civilians; whilst lashing out at some human rights organisations and
international institutions that have been critical of some measures. “If we don’t rid our country of this cancer now, then
when will we ever do it?” Bukele said to a parade ground of soldiers. “We will go and find them wherever they are.
Regardless of who protests. Regardless of how angry the international community gets.”
One month later, some 10,000 people have been arrested and claim to have not been given the right to attorneys in a
measure that critics have been calling “punitive populism”. According to reports and testimonies, the suspects have been
held for 15 days without being charged and have been “handled roughly”. More importantly, the crackdown has allegedly
produced hundreds of arrests that “have nothing to do with the 26 March killings”. On the other hand, some Salvadorians
have been pleased to see government action against criminal gangs.
Leonor Arteaga, a Salvadorian who is the Programme Director at the Due Process of Law Foundation in Washington, said
“there are a lot of doubts about whether the measures that Bukele’s government has taken to confront the wave of murder
area really aimed at investigating crimes and responding to the victims, but for advancing his authoritarian plans and his
intention to control all critical voices and squash dissidents”.
Earlier this week, the head of the National Police Union said some high-ranking police officials had pressured officers
to make false statements justifying some arrests to meet arrest quotas, including in a small remote town with no gang
presence. After Congress approved the state of emergency, Bukele returned to lawmakers multiple times for changes to
the country’s criminal code. Among other measures, they lengthened sentences, reduced the age of criminal responsibility
to 12 and established prison sentences of 10 to 15 years for journalists who disseminate gang messages that could cause
anxiety or panic among the people. He had already ordered his head of prisons to keep all gang members confined to their
cells 24 hours a day and reduce their meals to twice daily. “Message for the gangs: because of your actions, now your
‘homeboys’ will not be able to see a ray of sunlight,” Bukele wrote on Twitter.
Salvadorans seem to be ambivalent about the crackdown. In a leafy park in front of Santa Tecla’s municipal market and a
short distance from San Jose El Pino, Adela Maravilla Ceballos told US media “it’s good what they’re doing, they took long
enough, these guys don’t understand anything else. Who is going to be against security? Only the criminals.”
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Peru
8 April 2022: Government deploys armed forces amid
nationwide protests
The government of Peru reportedly deployed its armed
forces in order to supervise the country’s highways and
control the nationwide protests that have been staged over
rising food and fuel prices. Blockades have been popping
up for over a week as Peru sees its highest inflation rate
in 25 years. The government has cut taxes on fuel and
food along with raising the minimum wage as part of their
solution.
Jamaica
11 April 2022: Twelve shot and injured after mass shooting
in Kingston
At least a dozen individuals were shot and injured during a
mass shooting in Kingston yesterday evening. The incident
took place at the intersection of Wellington Street and
York Street, in Franklyn Town, at around 23:00 local time.
The victims were hospitalised shortly after. No arrests have
been reported.
Trinadad & Tobago
12 April 2022: Civilian shot and killed in Marabella
One person was shot and killed in Marabella, San
Fernando yesterday evening. The incident took place at a
church service on Jack Street, at around 20:00 local time.
Another shooting with no casualties was reported later that
night Arouca. No arrests have been reported.
Brazil
13 April 2022: One killed, three injured, 40 taken hostage
during armed robbery in Vila Maria
One person was killed, three were injured and 40 others
were taken hostage during an armed robbery in Vila Maria,
Sao Paulo yesterday evening. The incident took place at
the Ztec Tecnologia de Metais company at around 22:30
local time. The situation was defused by security forces and
three suspects were arrested.
Mexico
22 April 2022: Missing girl found dead, sparks massive
protests in Monterrey
A teenager who had been missing for a few weeks was
found dead yesterday in Monterrey, Nuevo León. The
finding sparked massive protests due to increased
disappearances of women in Nuevo León and intensified
international scrutiny of gender violence in Mexico.
Twenty-six women and girls have disappeared in Nuevo
Leon since the beginning of the year and five more have
been found dead after being reported missing.
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Costa Rica
22 April 2022: Six government institutions suffer
cyberattacks
Costa Rican President Carlos Alvarado announced that state
computer systems had suffered cyberattacks yesterday.
According to the statement, the attack aimed at
“destabilizing the country’s transition to the new
government of president-elect Rodrigo Chaves”. The attack,
which Russia-based group ‘Conti’ claimed responsibility
for, targeted six public institutions demanding $10m in
exchange for releasing the stolen and encrypted data from
the Finance Ministry. “The Costa Rican state will not pay
these cybercriminals anything,” said President Alvarado.
Ecuador
25 April 2022: Three killed, three injured after highway
shooting in Durán
Three people were killed and three others were injured
following a shooting in Durán, Guayas yesterday afternoon.
The incident took place on the Durán-Boliche Highway
when a group of sicarios targeted an ambulance that was
on its way to the hospital, killing the patient, the driver and
the paramedic on board as well as injuring three bystanders.
No arrests have been reported.
Venezuela
26 April 2022: Metro train passengers evacuated due to
explosion in Caracas
Authorities in Caracas reported that metro train passengers
had to be evacuated due to an explosion in one of the cars
yesterday. The explosion took place in a tunnel between
Plaza Venezuela and Sábana Grande, at around 09:00 local
time. No casualties have been reported.
USA
26 April 2022: Twenty climate activists arrested during
protest in San Francisco, CA
Some 20 climate activists were arrested during a protest in
San Francisco, California yesterday morning. The
demonstrators gathered at Wells Fargo’s corporate
headquarters on 420 Montgomery Street and went into
the building’s lobby at around 10:00 local time, in order to
demand Wells Fargo “stop funding oil, gas and coal
companies”.
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ASIA
Pakistan: PM Khan forced out of office
Pakistan has been enveloped by major unrest and nationwide political turmoil over the last month, which has culminated in
the forced removal of then Prime Minister Imran Khan from power following a controversial vote of no confidence which
was brought against him by opposition parties over allegations of economic mismanagement and foreign policy blunders.
Khan was voted out of office through a no confidence motion in early April, after losing his parliamentary majority when a
dozen legislators defected from the ruling Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) party. The mass defection prompted the
opposition to bring a vote of no confidence against him amid allegations of Khan’s mismanagement of the country’s
economic and foreign policy. Khan then attempted to derail the motion by dissolving parliament ahead of the vote and
calling for an early election. The move by Khan was later ruled as unconstitutional and illegal by the country’s Supreme
Court, allowing the vote to go ahead. Following the removal of Khan, opposition figure Shebaz Sharif was elected Prime
Minister by parliament in mid-April. Sharif is the brother of former three-time prime minister Nawaz Sharif.
The parliamentary vote in which Sharif was voted in was reportedly boycotted by PTI MPs after they resigned en masse.
Sharif announced an increase in salaries, pensions and the minimum wage for labourers during his first address as prime
minister to the National Assembly. Khan now faces blasphemy charges after his supporters called the new PM a “traitor”
and “thief”. The case against Khan has come about following Sharif’s first foreign trip to Saudi Arabia, during which he was
allegedly met with abusive language by pro-Khan Pakistani nationals who were apparently in Saudi Arabia on a pilgrimage.
The rally against Shari took place at a sacred site – the Al-Masjid-e-Nabawi mosque in Medina. Several former cabinet
ministers and key PTI party members are also facing charges under the country’s strict blasphemy laws. Activists have long
criticised the law as too strict, as anyone charged under it can face up to a decade in prison, or the death sentence.
The case against Khan and his political comrades alleges that a group of 100 PTI supporters were sent to Saudi Arabia
as part of a “planned and thought-out scheme and conspiracy”. He has denied any involvement in the incident, although
Khan has actively encouraged his supporters to stage large-scale rallies across the country. The former prime minister has
claimed that he was removed from office in a US-backed conspiracy. Despite a lack of evidence, Khan’s anti-US rhetoric
appears to have found support amongst a population which is becoming increasingly fed up with inflation as Pakistan’s
new leaders battle worsening economic woes. It’s been argued that by further embroiling the country in continued political
instability, Khan’s renewed offensive presents a direct obstacle to the new government being able to carry out meaningful
reform – thereby further exacerbating the country’s political turmoil. It’s likely that further delays to substantial economic
reforms will contribute towards the spread of more economic hardship and major social unrest in Pakistan.
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India
12 April 2022: Communal tension breaks out in Odisha
Major communal tension has apparently broken out in the
state of Odisha. Multiple people have reportedly been
injured, including police personnel, amid violent unrest and
clashes following a rise in tensions in Joda, when a religious
procession was taking place on Monday evening. Section
144 has subsequently been imposed, banning all religious
and public gatherings. Internet services have also been
suspended in the Keonjhar district.
Philippines
13 April 2022: Storm death toll rises in Leyte
The death toll has risen after Tropical Storm Megi hit
eastern coastal areas, including the Leyte province earlier
this week. At least 53 deaths have now been confirmed,
after heavy rain from the storm triggered widespread
landslides and flash floods. Rescue efforts continue to
search for survivors in affected areas, with the death toll
expected to rise further still. Villages around Baybay City in
Leyte are said to be among the worst hit.
Australia
13 April 2022: Protesters block bridge in Sydney
Protesters have blocked a bridge in Sydney, causing traffic
disruption and delays throughout the immediate and
surrounding areas around Harbour Bridge. The
demonstration has been staged by a group known as
‘Fireproof Australia’ to campaign for more firefighting
equipment to prevent and combat bushfires. The protest
has been staged on Wednesday morning, when protesters
parked a large truck on the outer southbound lane of the
Cahill Expressway.
Afghanistan
19 April 2022: Protests held in Kandahar
Protests have been staged in the southern city of Kandahar
over recent airstrikes allegedly carried out by Pakistan. Local
reports claim the Pakistani forces conducted aerial attacks
on areas near the border in the Kunar and Khost provinces
on Friday 15 April. The protest in Kandahar was held on
Monday by local residents protesting the Pakistani attacks
on Afghan soil.
China
19 April 2022: Three Covid-19 fatalities reported in
Shanghai
Three Covid-19 deaths have been reported amid the latest
Covid-19 outbreak in the locked down city of Shanghai.
The deaths are said to have been three elderly people aged
between 89 and 91 who were unvaccinated. City officials
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estimated only 38 percent of residents over 60 are
vaccinated. Strict lockdown measures are set to continue
into their fourth week as the city enters another round of
mass testing. The deaths are the first virus-linked fatalities
to be officially acknowledged by Chinese authorities
nationwide since March 2020.
Sri Lanka
20 April 2022: Protester killed amid clashes
A protester has died from a gunshot wound after police
fired live rounds at protesters in the town of Rambukkana.
The protesters blocked a road in the town and set tyres
alight as they demonstrating against the worst economic
crisis to hit the country since independence in 1948.
According to reports, outrage has erupted following the
death, while footage has emerged online of police opening
fire on the crowd. At least 14 others were also injured.
Police claim they used “minimum force” to disperse the
crowd; however, the incident has been condemned by the
UN.
Japan
23 April 2022: Two dozen missing after tour boat sinks off
northern coast
At least 26 people are missing after a tour boat sank off the
northern island of Hokkaido. The Kazu 1 tourist boat issued
a distress call on Saturday after it started taking on water.
Six patrol boats and four aircraft were dispatched to search
for survivors. A warning for high waves and strong winds
had been issued in the area.
Pakistan
26 April 2022: Karachi van blast kills four
An explosion which hit a van in the southern city of
Karachi in Sindh has reportedly killed at least four victims.
The blast occurred on Tuesday, when an explosion
destroyed a parked van just outside the Karachi University
campus on Circular Road. According to initial reports, no
other casualties have been identified in connection with the
blast - the cause and nature of which has yet to be
determined as investigations get underway. Those killed
have been identified as three Chinese tutors and a
Pakistani driver, alongside one suspect. The incident has
been confirmed as a suicide bombing and has been claimed
by the separatist Baloch Liberation Army (BLA) militant
group. The attack targeted Chinese individuals to protest
against Chinese investment projects in Balochistan.
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EUROPE
France: Macron wins second term but faces parliamentary fight
Having emerged from April’s presidential election victorious, President Emmanuel Macron still faces another major election
challenge. June’s parliamentary vote could see Macron’s centre-right La Republique en March (LREM) party lose its
majority in the National Assembly, meaning Macron would be unable to form his own government – opening him up to the
possibility of having to power share with an opposition government.
Macron was re-elected for a second five-year term earlier in April after defeating far-right political rival Marine Le Pen in
the second round of the election. The presidential election win makes him the first French president to successfully win a
second term since 2002, when Jacques Chirac secured a second consecutive term in office. Despite the election win, the
National Assembly vote in June means Macron faces an immediate power struggle. Le Pen’s rebranded National Rally party
has promised to keep up the fight against Macron - whose election victory margin was considerably slimmer in
comparison to 2017, giving him cause for concern going into the National Assembly elections. As the political focus in
Paris shifts from the presidential to the parliamentary election, French centre-left parties have also entered into talks to
form a broad alliance in the hope that a united front could offer a stiffer opposition in Macron’s second term as president.
The aim of these alliance talks is to avoid splitting the vote of left-wing voters by coming to an agreement not to put up
candidates against each other in the hopes of creating a sizeable chunk of MPs in the National Assembly who are part of a
united block. Currently, the four parties taking part in these talks are: La France Insoumise (LFI), Parti Socialiste (PS), Parti
Communiste française (PCF), and Europe Ecologie Les Verts (EELV - aka the Greens). LFI secured the highest portion of the
vote out of the four in the presidential elections, prompting leader Jean-Luc Melenchon to position himself as the alliance’s
candidate for prime minister should the block manage to form a majority in the National Assembly.
It’s important to note that Macron didn’t win an outright majority in the first round of the presidential election – forcing
the vote to enter a second round. Because of this, the upcoming vote in June could see the significant portion of the
electorate which voted against Macron during the first round of the presidential election mobilise themselves to vote for
other parties. It’s also worth pointing out that Macron’s LREM party was a new creation ahead of the 2017 vote, and poor
results in subsequent local and European elections have cast doubt over whether LREM MPs will be able to keep their
seats – especially in the face of a united left alliance. If the leftists achieve their aim of forming a large block ahead of the
June elections, the LREM are under immense pressure to concentrate votes on the right side of the political spectrum, or
risk putting Macron’s majority in jeopardy and forcing him into what France calls ‘cohabitation’. In cohabitation, the
National Assembly can implement policies which diverge from the president’s objectives, although the president maintains
a certain amount of executive influence and power in parliament, particularly over foreign policy. In this instance, Macron
would have to name a representative of the majority parliamentary group as his prime minister and govern in coalition with
them.
Macron’s party needs a majority of 577 seats in order for him to form a new government which will grant him the freedom
to pass laws without being restricted by an opposition party in the National Assembly. Something working in Macron’s
favour is the fact that in order for a leftist alliance to secure enough votes for a parliamentary majority, it would require
a significant proportion of the French electorate to dislike Macron enough to effectively deliberately paralyse the French
government for months at a time, during an unprecedented period of international crisis amid the war in Ukraine and
ongoing Covid-19 pandemic – something Macron’s presidential win would suggest is unlikely to pass.
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France
7 April 2022: Post-football match clashes reported in
Marseille
Clashes are reported to have broken out in Marseille after a
football match. The violence is understood to have broken
out on Wednesday evening between supporters of Greek
team, PAOK, and local team, Olympique de Marseille. It’s
claimed the Greek fans confronted Marseille fans,
prompting police intervention near Porte d’Aix, shortly
before 22:00 local time. Police used tear gas to disperse the
crowds. No casualties have been reported and no arrests
have been made.
UK
7 April 2022: Protest held at Tamworth oil terminal
Protesters have reportedly gathered at an oil terminal in
Tamworth in Staffordshire, where they have been
demonstrating on Thursday. It’s understood the protest has
been organised by the Just Stop Oil activist group. Several
dozen protesters allegedly managed to storm a site at the
Kingsbury Oil Terminal and chain themselves to some of the
terminal’s facilities as part of a protest stunt.
Italy
11 April 2022: Stabbing kills one near Naples
A stabbing incident has led to the death of one individual
in Naples, Campania, over the weekend. One person has
been confirmed dead, while a second person has also been
injured following the incident, which allegedly happened in
the Leopardi district of Torre del Greco on Sunday evening.
Initial police investigations indicate that two suspects have
been detained in connection with the fatal stabbing - both
thought to be minors.
Spain
21 April 2022: Madrid stabbing leaves three injured
A stabbing incident in Madrid has reportedly left at least
three people with injuries. According to recent reports,
the incident occurred overnight on Wednesday, during the
late hours on Calle Cifuentes in the Villaverde area. It’s
understood an altercation arose between the victims and
an armed suspect. Of the three people injured, two have
sustained stab wounds. No arrests have immediately been
made as police investigations are launched.
Denmark
22 April 2022: Horsens stabbing injures two
Two people have apparently been left injured following a
recent stabbing incident in the Horsens area of the
Midtjylland region. The victims were reportedly
confronted by a knife-wielding assailant in the
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Aboulevarden area shortly after 20:30 local time on
Thursday evening. Police have confirmed officers
responded to the scene and that an investigation has since
been launched into the assault, although no arrests have
been made thus far.
Bosnia and Herzegovina
23 April 2022: One killed after strong earthquake hits
southern Bosnia
At least one person has been killed and several others
wounded after a strong earthquake hit southern Bosnia.
European-Mediterranean Seismological Centre (EMSC) said
the 5.7-magnitude quake struck at a depth of five
kilometres. A 28-year-old woman died when a boulder hit
her house in the town of Stolac.
Serbia
26 April 2022: Police patrol attacked in Zubin Potok
A police patrol car in the town of Zubin Potok, Mitrovica,
has allegedly been attacked by unidentified assailants. The
attack reportedly took place on Tuesday morning, when
patrolling officers apparently came under fire as
unidentified armed assailants fired shots at the police
officers in the Zubqe area of the town. No injuries were
sustained by the officers during the incident. An
investigation has been launched.
Poland
27 April 2022: Russian energy giant Gazprom cuts gas to
Poland and Bulgaria
Russian energy giant Gazprom has cut gas supplies to
Poland and Bulgaria over their refusal to pay in roubles. The
move has prompted Bulgaria to accuse Gazprom of breach
of contract, while Poland has released a statement
confirming plans to manage its gas situation. The EU and
Ukraine have accused Moscow of using energy supplies
to blackmail countries supporting Ukraine. The EU is now
scheduling emergency gas talks to coordinate a response
and to initiate planned contingency measures.
Sweden
29 April 2022: Gothenburg shooting kills one
A shooting which recently occurred in Gothenburg has
apparently left one person dead. The shooting happened on
Thursday evening at around 18:30 local time at the
Nordic Wellness gym and leisure centre on Tuve Torg 8, in
the Hisingen area of the city. While one person - a
25-year-old man - has been confirmed dead following the
shooting, police have detained two suspects in connection
with the killing. No other casualties have been reported.
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MENA
Israel: Rising violence between Israelis and Palestinians
On Thursday night three people were killed and four others wounded in an attack in the town of Elad, close to Tel Aviv.
Israeli police described the incident, which coincided with Independence Day celebrations, as a “terrorist attack.” It came as
tensions between Israelis and Palestinians have been rising and follows several attacks inside Israel, clashes at the Al-Aqsa
Mosque in Jerusalem and deadly Israeli operations in the occupied West Bank. “We will get our hands on the terrorists and
their supportive environment, and they will pay the price,” said Israeli Prime Minister Naftali Bennett on Thursday night.
There are fears that the tensions will escalate into a more serious conflict; Israel and Hamas were engaged in an 11-day
war in May 2021 following clashes over the eviction of Palestinian families from the Sheikh Jarrah neighbourhood in East
Jerusalem. Hamas officials have said that the Israeli raids on the Al-Aqsa Mosque compound “can’t go unpunished,” adding
that the attack in Tel Aviv is a “practical translation of what the resistance had warned against.”
The current situation can be traced back to late February, when four Israeli border police were wounded during clashes
in Abu Dis. A week later a Palestinian teenager was shot dead at the Bab Hutta gate outside Al-Aqsa after he allegedly
stabbed two Israeli officers. Following several similar incidents in Jerusalem, an Arab Israeli man killed four people and
wounded two others in an attack at a shopping centre in Beerseba in southern Israeli. The assailant, who was shot dead at
the scene by an armed bus driver, had previously been jailed for trying to join the Islamic State (IS) group in Syria. This was
followed by the deadly shooting of two police officers in Hadera and another IS-linked attack in the Bnei Brak area of Tel
Aviv in late-March which left five people dead. Following that incident, Israeli Prime Minister Naftali Bennett said the
country was gripped by a “wave of murderous Arab terrorism.” Three people were subsequently killed in Tel Aviv at the
start of April; Bennett responded by granting the “full freedom of action” to the security forces “in order to defeat the
terror.”
Following the attacks inside Israel, the country’s security forces conducting multiple raids in the occupied West Bank.
Several Palestinians were killed in the operations, while many more were arrested. Then tensions erupted at the Al-Aqsa
Mosque in mid-April. Thousands of Palestinians gathered at the site, the third holiest in Islam, for Friday prayers when
the security forces entered. Israeli police fired tear gas and rubber bullets at the worshippers, some of whom responded
by throwing rocks and fireworks. More than 150 Palestinians were wounded in the incident, which was the start of more
than two weeks of clashes at the site. The situation was further complicated by far-right Israeli groups and Jewish settlers,
under police protection, entering the site and providing further provocation to the Palestinians, who were observing the
holy month of Ramadan.
Earlier this week Israel’s Supreme Court rejected a petition against the eviction of more than 1,000 Palestinians from an
area in the West Bank that Israel has designated as a zone for military exercises. Local residents and Palestinians rights
groups have condemned the move, with Nidal Abu Younis, Masafer Yatta’s mayor, vowing that people would refuse to
leave their homes. The Israeli human rights group B’Tselem also called on the international community to prevent the
eviction. According to the UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), 217 Palestinian buildings have
been demolished or confiscated in “Firing Zone 918” since 2011, resulting in the displacement of more than 600 people. If
and when the evictions are enforced, the likelihood of Palestinian resistance is high, both among the communities directly
affected and from groups such as Hamas and Islamic Jihad in Gaza.
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Algeria
13 April 2022: Algeria accuses Morocco of deadly attack in
Western Sahara
On Tuesday, Algeria accused Morocco of involvement in a
deadly attack in Western Sahara. In a statement, Algeria’s
foreign minister said that Algeria “vigorously condemns the
Kindom of Morocco’s targeted killings, with sophisticated
weaponry, outside its internationally recognised borders”.
Algeria’s statement came after local media reported that
an airstrike in the disputed territory near the border with
Mauritania killed three people on Sunday.
Iraq
18 April 2022: Turkish airstrikes target Kurdish rebels in
northern Iraq
Turkish airstrikes have targeted Kurdish rebels in northern
Iraq. Defence Minister Hulusi Akar said commando units
and special forces from Operation Claw-Lock, backed by air
support, attacked Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) positions
in Metina, Zap and Avashin-Basyan. The operation was
carried out days after the head of the autonomous Kurdish
region, Masrour Barzani, met with Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan to discuss “expanding cooperation to
promote security and stability.” The Kurdistan Regional
Government (KRG) had previously been critical of Turkey’s
military incursions into northern Iraq.
Yemen
19 April 2022: New presidential council inaugurated
The new eight-member presidential council was
inaugurated during a ceremony in Aden. The head of the
council, Rashad al-Alimi, was sworn in along with other
members on Tuesday. The council met in Saudi Arabia last
week for the first time, while today’s ceremony was not
announced in advance for security reasons. Former
President Abd-Rabbu Mansour Hadi agreed to cede power
to the new body following talks in Riyadh.
UAE
21 April 2022: Court sentences man to death for murder
A court in Dubai has sentenced a 26-year-old man to death
for the murder or two people. Hiren and Vidhi were killed
and their 18-year-old daughter wounded in an attack in
June 2020. The suspect was attempting to steal from the
victims when he carried out the attack. He has 15 days to
appeal the verdict.
Tunisia
22 April 2022: President Saied takes control of electoral
commission
President Kais Saied has seized control of Tunisia’s
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electoral commission. In a decree issued on Friday, Saied
said he would replace most of the commission’s members.
“It has essentially become the president’s commission,” said
commission head Nabil Baffoun in response to the move.
The president has already dissolved parliament and taken
control of the judiciary. A new constitution is set to be put
to a referendum in July.
Libya
22 April 2022: Eastern government meets in Sabha
Libya’s eastern-based government met in the southern
province of Sabha on Thursday. The administration, led
by former interior minister Fathi Bashagha, was elected in
February after the internationally recognised government in
Tripoli failed to hold UN-backed elections. “The era of
corruption, chaos and despotism is gone. Today marks
the beginning of a new national era where all Libyans will
unite to achieve reform, reconstruction and justice,” said
Bashagha during the meeting with his ministers. The
renewed rivalry between the two administrations have
raised fears that widespread fighting will return to the
country.
Iran
25 April 2022: State TV claims Iran foiled cyber attack
Iran has foiled cyberattacks on its public services, according
to state TV. More than 100 public sector agencies were
reportedly targeted in the attack, which took place in recent
days. The report said the people behind the attack were
based in the Netherlands, the US and the UK.
Lebanon
25 April 2022: Artillery shells fired into southern Lebanon
Israel has fired artillery shells into southern Lebanon.
The military said it targeted an area where a rocket was
launched from towards northern Israel. No casualties have
been reported on either side, while UNIFIL Head of Mission
Commander Aroldo Lázaro called for “calm and restraint.”
Syria
27 April 2022: Nine killed in Israeli airstrikes near Damascus
At least nine people have been killed in Israeli airstrikes
near Damascus. Five Syrian soldiers and four members of
an Iran-backed militia died in the strikes, according to the
Syrian Observatory for Human Rights (SOHR). Syrian
officials confirmed the strikes in a statement to the SANA
news agency.
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